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1. Introduction 

Obtaining a degree at the University of Groningen (UG) is more than simply following a 

couple of courses; throughout his or her study, a student must be prepared for his or her 

future. In the past years, recent national developments changed the study climate. On the 

one hand, employers expect students to gain relevant experiences and to broadly develop 

themselves with extra-curricular activities. On the other hand, students experience increased 

pressure to finish studying as fast as possible, while at the same time, degree programs do 

not offer sufficient space for students to develop themselves according to the employers’ 

expectations. This contradiction leads to the conclusion, that education at our university 

should be more future-oriented. Lijst Calimero response to national developments by 

proposing a solution on how to implement career preparation into the curriculum.  

 

2. Analysis 

In its strategic plan, one of the UG’s goals is to impart to students the values, skills and 

knowledge that they need in order to become the next generation of independent and 

responsible leaders, innovators, academics and professionals around the world who can also 

think critically. But what does that mean? As the UG also states, that means that students can 

successfully compete on the international labor market and that they are deployable 

optimally. 

 

Unfortunately, it seems that students feel insufficiently prepared for the labor market. In the 

results of the National Student Survey (NSE), the UG scores below the national average on 

“employability”, the indicator for career preparation at the UG.  The UG, however, is not the 

only one with this problem; stronger connections with the labor market are also a national 

topic. In the Strategic Agenda for Higher Education and Research 2015-2025 minister 



 

 

Bussemaker pleads for a better connection between the curriculum and professional 

applications, and emphasizes that especially on the university level improvements are 

necessary. Our proposal is a solution for this matter.  

 

Lijst Calimero is happy to see that the UG acknowledges that employability is a problem at 

our university and that the University aims to improve the situation.  A couple of years ago, 

for example, Career Services (used to be Next) has been established so that workshops and 

services concerning choosing the right study, applications, and personal development are 

offered. But there is still room for complementary curriculum-related improvements.  

One way to enhance development within the curriculum is the offer of minors. Minors consist 

out of a number of connected courses that aim to either deepen or broaden the knowledge 

of students. A lot of studies have space for a minor, or even an exchange semester abroad. At 

the Faculty of Arts, a career minor will be offered, starting in the academic year 2018/19. 

Students can either follow a shortened 15ECTS version of the minor, or do the full 30ECTS. In 

the shortened minor, students can follow different courses on career preparation. In the 

30ECTS version, they also do an internship in the 2nd block or do a group assignment. 

 

The career minor is unique, as it offers students the possibility to practically implement their 

academic skills. Additionally, the contact with the labor market can help students to make the 

right choices for their Master’s degree. A lot of degree programs already offer students the 

possibility to do a minor at a different faculty. Also, for this particular group of students it 

would be interesting to follow courses that will prepare them for their future career or to do 

an internship. 

 

3. Proposal: university wide access to the career minor 

Lijst Calimero proposes to make the career offered by the Faculty of Arts accessible for all 

Bachelor’s students of the University of Groningen. Starting in September 2018, the career 

minor will only be open to students of the Faculty of Arts in its starting phase. Once the 

minor is up and running, Lijst Calimero wants that all UG students can access the minor, if 

their degree program allows for it. In this way, students can still graduate within three years 

and at the same time be prepared for their future career. Of course, students should also be 

able to access the minor as extra-curricular, if their degree program does not have room for a 

minor.  

 

Making the minor accessible for the entire university also offers certain advantages. 

University-wide access to the career minor will facilitate cross-faculty cooperation on an 



 

 

administrative and participation level.  Students will be working in interdisciplinary groups, 

something the UG formulated as one of its goals in its strategic plan. The ability to work in 

interdisciplinary groups will also be required by their future employers and therefore 

enhances employability. Additionally, internships, projects, and staff can come from different 

faculties which increases the diversity of the minor. 

 

Throughout the writing process of this memo we were in close contact with the people 

involved in the creation of this minor. Our ideas mainly come from the conversations we had 

with the Educational Strategy and Quality Assurance department, the student assessor and 

the Director of Education of the Faculty of Arts. Lijst Calimero would like to stay involved in 

the further implementation of the minor.  

  

3. Conclusie 

Students experience pressure to graduate as soon as possible from both, the labor market 

and the government. The future employer expects that the student is “ready” and sufficiently 

prepared for its career. In order to give students the chance to bring the theory learned in 

their curriculum into practice, the Faulty of Arts has been creating a career minor. Lijst 

Calimero pleads for university-wide access to this career minor once it is up and running. In 

that way, every Bachelor’s student will have the chance to follow career-oriented courses and 

prepare optimally for his or her future career. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 


